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background



For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction

interesting moments abound to engage the user
it’s the nuance stupid
make “less” become “more”

Newton’s Third Law of Motion

Interaction
(action)

Feedback
(reaction)+



6 principles for Designing Rich Web 
Experiences

1. make it direct
2. keep it lightweight
3. stay on the page
4. offer an invitation
5. show transitions
6. react immediately



In-Page Editing. Single-Field Inline Edit. Multi-Field Inline Edit. Overlay Edit. 
Table Edit. Group Edit. Module Configuration. Drag and Drop. Drag and 

Drop Module. Drag and Drop List. Drag and Drop Object. Drag and 
Drop Action. Drag and Drop Collection. Direct Selection. Toggle 
Selection. Collected Selection. Object Selection. Hybrid Selection. 

Contextual Tools. Always-Visible Tools. Hover-Reveal Tools. Toggle-Reveal 
Tools. Multi-Level Tools. Secondary Menu. Overlays. Dialog Overlay. Detail 

Overlay. Input Overlay. Inlays. Dialog Inlay. List Inlay. Detail Inlay. Tabs. 
Virtual Pages. Virtual Scrolling. Inline Paging. Scrolled Paging. Carousels 
Virtual Panning. Zoomable User Interface. Process Flow. Interactive 
Single-Page. Process Inline Assistant. Process Dialog Overlay. Process 

Configurator. Static Single-Page Process. Invitation. Static Invitations. Call 
to Action Invitation. Tour Invitation. Dynamic Invitation. Hover Invitation. 

Affordance Invitation. Drag and Drop Invitation. Inference Invitation. More 
Content Invitation. Transitions. Brighten and Dim. Expand/Collapse. Self-

Healing. Fade. Animation. Spotlight. Lookup Patterns. Auto Complete. Live 
Suggest. Live Search. Refining Search. Feedback Patterns. Live Preview. 

Progressive Disclosure. Progress Indicator. Periodic Refresh.
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make it direct. inline editing

group editing
symmetry of interaction
discoverability vs readability

basecamp. symmetry of interactioniPhone. non-symmetrical; readability

“If readability is more important than editing 
then keep the editing action hidden 

until the user interacts with the content.”



Refactored. Non-Symmetrical Interaction.

Netflix. Symmetrical Interaction
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netflix. not enough hints.
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drag and drop
Not for simply setting an attribute

Don’t construct artificial visual constructs

anti-pattern. artificial construct
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digg. in page action

keep it lightweight. contextual tools

Key to digg’s 
early success - 

Kevin Rose
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y! news, netflix. rating an objectdigg. in page action

flickr, backpackit. contextual tools y! movies, y! answers. rating an object
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Remove the “pain points”
Shorten the path
Keep actions immediate and light
Use hover, blur, focus; avoid heavy events

click-weight
seek time

decision time
second guessing

wait time
interaction steps

cost/benefit tradeoff

keep it lightweight. contextual tools

netflix. ratings

digg. vote
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keep it lightweight. anti-patterns

Ambiguity between hover & click (clicking arrow does 2 things)



stay on the page
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dialog overlay
detail overlay
input overlay

considerations
lightbox effect
modality
activation
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Hub & Spoke Model

Shift to “Stay in the Page”

shift away from paging paradigm
eliminate unneccessary navigation

map screen flow directly to user 
tasks
one-screen-per-goal philosophy

Hagen-Rivers Report. http://www.uie.com/articles/rivers_interview/



Hub & Spoke Model

emphasizes visual
communication

de-emphasizes
navigation and 

extraneous tasks

stay on the page
experience

hub

spokes
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stay on the page. overlay

anti-pattern. barnes & nobles. hover & coveranti-pattern. y! photos. idiot boxes

anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap
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roost. inlay + overlay
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stay on the page. virtual

Rethink paging
in-place paging

zoomable user interface (zui)

endless. seamless paging

hard rock cafe. zui cool iris (piclens). zui
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step by step?
yes, sometimes works best

stay on the page. process flow

netflix. step by step

discover card. step by step

ebay. single page flow
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anti-pattern. borders. hover & cover

anti-pattern. y! photos. idiot boxes

anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap
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the answer is in testing

stay on the page. anti-patterns

netflix. stalker overlay

netflix. simpler overlay
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offer an invitation. static invitation

unfinished look
dog-ear
blank slots
blank slate

backpackit. blank slate invitation

netflix. rate invitiation (blank slots)

yahoo login! dog-ear invite
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offer an invitation. static invitation

call to action
1-2-3 messaging
spotlighting or lightbox
provide a peek

yahoo! tour invitation

discover! 1-2-3 call to action

starz play! sneak peek in carousel
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talkeetnaviaggi.it. navigation invitation

offer an invitation. static invitation



offer an invitation. static invitation

basecamp. Tickler Menu.



offer an invitation. static invitation

msnbc.com. Page as Menu.
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offer an invitation. dynamic invitation

discoverability
invitations

facebook. prompt-based invitation

disqus. explicit “edit” invitation

Y!photo. implicit flickr. on hover
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Can’t flag all interactions
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Discoverability
No easy answer
Use the hover to reveal interaction
Use the familiar to teach the new
Can’t flag all interactions

y! movies. hover invitation

backpackit. tooltip invitation + hover invitation + 
cursor invitation

offer an invitation. dynamic invitation

flickr. hover invitation

backpackit (fake). being too explicit
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drag and drop
use the interesting moments
before, during and after

flickr. drop here invitation (static)

flickr. drop here invitation (interactive)
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6 principles for Designing Rich Web Experiences

make it direct
keep it lightweight
stay on the page
offer an invitation
show transitions
react immediately

Based on the Book:
Designing Web Interfaces: Principles & Patterns for Rich Interfaces
O’Reilly by Bill Scott & Theresa Neil

This Presentation: 
http://billwscott.com/share/presentations/2009/bigd/dwi.pdf



I am Hiring! Sr. Flash UI Engineer for Interactive TV Team


